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Now it is time to move
on and get back on

track.

CARPE

We are holding a special 5
day training for a group of
DIEM!
Krav Maga students
together with a small
number of Kissaki Dan
grades who are able to
join us, and another
in Germany
25/26th of June
open to all.
Please make
the effort to
get there (You
can find
details on a
OPPORTUNITIES!
following
page).

So here we are: another
opportunity to look back on
what we have learned and
experienced. Another year to
decide on where we want to
go and what we want to
achieve. In other words,
Opportunities!
There is no doubt that keeping
up a high standard of training
has been very difficult, but
many have risen to the
challenge and continued to
make progress, one way or
another.

The EU. chief
Instructor Guy
Jannsens will
be joining me to present
a series of further
seminars this year and
as well as giving the
regular instruction in
basics of Kissaki-Kai using the
, we are
going to concentrate more
upon creating reality in
training.
There is a quote that I like:

Often attributed to
Winston Churchill but however
doubtful that may be, it is
meaningful.
Especially, it is significant for
us in the Martial Arts, and

even more so for those who
purport to teach Self Defense!
The truth is, as far back as 40
plus years ago I was stating
the fact that simply being
‘good’ at Karate, did not in
itself make you effective in
defending yourself against any
kind of real violent attack!
In Kissaki-Kai we have
and have found
a plethora of so-called ‘SelfDefense’ experts (usually with
little or no real street
experience) who continually
demonstrate techniques which
- if relied on would get you killed!
There are a couple of
problems as I see it. First so
many in sport karate have no
conception of the wealth of
techniques available to them in
original defensive karate,
because they have not been
taught them, and in their
arena, the shiai-jo, they don't
need them as they are
prohibited.
Secondly so many who are
very effective in the sporting
arena, see no need for any
such knowledge. They seem to
believe that just expertise in
competition karate plus the
ability to punch and kick hard
will see them through.
They seem unable to
understand that there are a
myriad of attacks and assaults
from various directions with a
variety of weapons that
demand other, quite different,

defensive skills and
knowledge.
If indeed, it is an attack by
another martial artist also
applying the same ‘Sports’
rules in his or her training that
the majority of Japanese
promote, or simply a drunk,
then they may survive.
However, not every attack is
weaponless and
' They cannot put
themselves in the position of
weaker, more vulnerable
victims.
Then there are 'experts' in
defensive waza who have
never been involved in
situations that demand these
skills, and who are frequently
possessors of belts circling
huge bellies which show just
how un-athletic they are, and
how little aerobic capacity they
possess. They often have
never even been in top-class
competition, so have no idea
of how tension, fear and
nerves can detrimentally affect
performance.
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masters, together with the
fruits of modern sport and
medical research are
invaluable here. This could
well take a larger place in
training as one's age begins to
preclude active competition,
and this can be extremely
rewarding and keep one in the
Dojo in later years.
You may think this is a
particularly eccentric view of
mine, but consider the words
of a noted Japanese sensei:

Keinosuke Enoeda (19352003)

as

Shigeru Nakamura
Ryukyu Martial Arts
Institute

Indeed, it is true to say that
only a minority have ever had
to use their skills in actual,
violent confrontations!
Ideally, in my view, the basics
of karate have to be
thoroughly mastered in either
case, and competition in the
form of hard kumite is
essential. But - there has also
to be training in the reality of
attacks and the different forms
they can take, and the
different skills needed to deal
with them (The 5 levels of
training in Kissaki-Kai, for
example) Knowledge of real
'Bunkai' - derived from the
practical expertise of the old

He continues: “

Hopef
ully, I’m beating a dead horse
here, or preaching to the
choir; after all, I have been
banging on about this for
many, many years now!

The fact is, however, right from
the start the image of Karate as
a ‘Deadly’ art has been
promoted by a few as a selfdefense system which can be
sold as a separate product to
many different groups in
society.
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Indeed, in the 50’s, one Lajos(?)
Jacob even cultivated the
reputation of someone who
could kill with his nose!
Whatever!
In recent years, with the
increasing violence in society, it
has been easier to prey upon the
fears of the public to the extent
that social media is bursting
with self-styled ‘Self Defense
Experts’ promoting their courses
and videos.
In itself, there’s nothing wrong
with this, but only if the product
is valid, authentic, tried and
tested - and it works!
Unfortunately, as sensei Guy
Janssens 7th Dan and I have
discovered after exhaustive
research recently, there are
are very many who are
teaching incorrect, even
dangerous techniques which just
will not work!
Yes, when they demonstrate
them, using their students as
Uke, they will appear to work
because of ‘Dojo Compliance’ the attacker ‘going along’ with
the teacher, and allowing the
defense to work.
This represents the fundamental
flaw in very many examples
offered as tactics and defenses
against a variety of common
assaults, both empty hand and
with weapons. They will NOT
work if the attacker reacts just
as he would were it a real
situation!
Many techniques failed
realistic pressure-testing!

Police Academy Citation
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Teaching the Police Instructors - with sensei Guy Janssens
Right from the start in my long
career of Officer Arrest and
Control Tactics, I was so aware
of the fact that there were
actual real people’s lives
depending upon the validity of
what I was teaching!
It was a huge responsibility, so I
began to add to my knowledge
of ‘civilian’ defensive tactics by
becoming involved with regular
Law Enforcement situations
which demanded a good
knowledge of just these tactics.
I would regularly accompany
officers on patrol to the most
dangerous areas (Los Angeles South Central as it was, and
Downtown for example).
I went out on Fugitive Warrant
arrests and had plenty of
experience facing crack and PCP
addicts!
I immersed myself in getting to

grips with what worked and
what did not, understanding
both the tactical and the human
obstacles that had to be
addressed.
After a number of years, I found
myself engaged in not just
officer training, but in specialist
squad training, bodyguard
training and even training
members of a team for a White
House Security and Interpol
advisor, who referred to me as:
‘The master who teaches the
Professionals!’
This is a long story, and not
least of my proud memories are
the 12 years I spent teaching
the Antwerp Police Academy
instructors and Special Forces
for which I received 2 Citation
Awards!
OK Moving on. What have I
learned from all this?
‘You can only act in the way
in which you have trained’ and - ‘Under stress you will
will not rise to the occasion,
but SINK to the level of your
training!’
Of course, there are many other
aspects, but in this period I

began to develop what we now
call: ‘The Rules of Combat.’
A paradigm of ‘rules’ which, if
applied, dramatically enhance
the effectiveness of the
techniques involved!

Without a doubt, one of the most
vitally important rule is to fully
understand that competition
fighting under rules and safety
measures is NOT IN THE
LEAST like attacks in reality,
where a plethora of deadly
weapons WILL be encountered!
This should (but usually does
not) dictate the manner in which
one trains for self defense.
Stemming originally from the
stultified ‘Form over Function’
of basic sparring promoted by the
mainly Japanese systems, in
which Uke attack Tori then stays
rooted and immobile whilst Tori
delivers his (frequently
unrealistic) counters; students are
still today taught ludicrous waza
to defend themselves!
Yes! I know all the arguments:
“You have to start somewhere”“It’s just to practice the basic”’
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“In a real situation they will
change this.” - I have heard
them all!
The absolute fact is - if you do
something stupid long enough it
becomes an ingrained habit!
Under stress you will still do it!

the weapon and a struggle
commences.
This absolutely NOT what you
want, and can easily be avoided
by recognizing the rule in
advance and actually using his
reaction to your advantage.

Think for a moment about Hikite

Truthfully, this is not that hard,
but it needs to be an integral
part of the waza!

the habit of always pulling the
opposite hand to the striking hand
back to the hip!
Tell me again how it adds
power to the blow - then
explain to me why no
successful boxers ever do it!
Even in the face of irrefutable
logic, Bullshit still rules and
students all over the world are
still taught this ridiculous
maneuver.

Tragically, it usually isn’t!
Example below:
A Stereotypical training example
B Police reality training example

In our forthcoming seminars,
Sensei Janssens and I are going to
introduce a more realistic level
of training concepts to address
and, hopefully, fix these
problems.
Don’t worry, they will still be
‘fun!’
More importantly we hope to give
you a more accurate appraisal of
what can be achieved in more
realistic training scenarios.
So, check out the
website:www.kissakikarate.com
for news and also send me your
questions email or Facebook.

A

More to the point - You try to
stop doing it! So many Black Belts
I have taught just cannot rid
themselves of this dumb habit!
However, leading on from this,
we see the same scenario of stiff
and stilted attack situations
being used as a formula for
teaching self-defense!
And what do you think is gained
from this unrealistic training?
Unrealistic confidence in
techniques which will, in all
probability, fail?
The absolute major mistake that
we see in SD training is that the
attacker does not in any way act
(and more importantly react) as
he or she would in reality!

IT WILL BE ALRIGHT ON THE NIGHT!

B

For example, if Tori seizes Uke’s
weapon (knife or gun) he is then
allowed almost unhindered to
take command of the weapon.
This is complete Bullshit!
In a real situation you have to
face the rule of combat: ‘Action
Beats Reaction!
This means that, in reaction to
the grab, Uke will immediately
try vigorously to retain control of

Academy Crack House Drug Bust Training

THIS, HOWEVER, PROBABLY WILL BE!
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Big news!!!

The Kissaki-Kai Bunkai DVDs have all been transferred to re-usable USB drives. If you opt for
this choice rather than the DVD format you can also copy the content to your PC and make
use of the USB drive for whatever you want. A great value for money!

Guest Review - 5 Stars! A wonderful family holiday
We have just experienced the perfect villa for a family. We booked the villa hoping it
would be suitable for two families with children aged between 7 years to 15 years. This
villa exceeded our expectations. The decor is beautiful and the villa has a special wow
factor as you walk in. The rooms are bright, airy and exactly as described. The pool is
totally private, crystal clear and well maintained. The attention to detail is evident
everywhere. The ultimate winner for us was the owners of the villa are close by, non
intrusive but readily available to help with any villa related question and our
enthusiasm to learn about the area. A ‘must-see' villa for any family. Thank you for our
special holiday.
www.soleilenfrance.com

www.soleilenfrance.com
Come and see us also on

Sensei Vince and Eva are offering family vacations in the South of
France in the lovely hilly area of Languedoc
Here one can enjoy peace and quiet around the private pool,
enjoy hiking and cycling in the beautiful country-side, yet be only
a short drive from the Mediterranean beaches.
Easy reach of Golfing, kayaking, fishing etc., with the bonus (if
desired) of private training with the sensei. The large house has
easily room for groups of up to nine, self-catering.
This is also where instructors and families will stay when
attending the September course and seminar in Beziers.
Why not come and join them? Just email for details
SPEND YOUR HOLIDAY
WITH US IN FRANCE
Ludwig
Pfefferkorn
and
family had a
great time!

info@kissaki-kai.com
Or keep in touch via the
Face Book page Kissaki Karate International
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NEWS FLASH!

2021 Kissaki Annual seminar - FRANCE - September 17/18
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Just a
few of
the Books
and DVDs

See FREE PROMOs of the
DVDS on Youtube - Go to
KISSAKIKAI and check them
out .

This DVD will make you re-evaluate the
Importance of this seminal Kata!
Make it work for you!

www.kissakikarate.com/shop.
For 5 years Kissaki-Kai has offered an
On-line, Distance-learning Website
which, for a small sum, gives members
monthly downloads of video training in
all elements and levels of the basics
which comprise the system.
This is invaluable to all who want to
master Kissaki-Kai, but who do not live
near a Kissaki Dojo!
Why not take a look and see if it could
help you?

www.kissakikai.com

Special NEW LOWER PRICES
and BARGAIN BUNDLES Check them out! You can also see
many Promo videos on the

Kissakikai Youtube Site.
Also FREE One Minute Dojo episodes on www.kissakiusa.com

SEMINARS
There are many seminars already in the calendar - go to
www.kissakikarate.com - to check for one near you, or contact us if you would
like information on how to host one in your own Dojo. info@kissaki-kai.com

